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Statements and comments

� Verilog-HDL has a C-like grammar

� Statements basically end with a semicolon
� Free format

� Two styles of comments

� One-line comments
� Block comments

//   A one-line comment
/*   A block

    comment  */
 

Modules: basic building blocks

� Contain a model (or part) of a design
� Can also incorporate other modules;  i.e. 

hierarchical design

module <module name> (<port1>, <port2>...);
<port declarations>

<statements>

endmodule

Port declarations

� Three types of keywords

�  input    : for input ports
� output  : for output ports
�  inout    : for bidirectional ports

� Bus ports are specified as  [ MSB : LSB ]
� Example: three 16-bit input ports named a, b, 

and c ;

input [15:0] a, b, c;



Selection and concatenation

� Bit-select:   a[2]

� Part-select:  a[1:0]

� Concatenation:   { a, b}

input [3:0] a, b;

MSB LSB

MSB LSB

MSB LSB

ba

Data types

� Net data types

� wire, tri, etc..
� Can't hold a value

� Register data type

� reg
� Holds its value until changed again

� Other data types

� integer, time, event, real, etc..
� Mainly used for simulation

Logic values and numbers

� Four logic values

� '0',  '1',  'x',  and  'z'
� 'x'  shows “uninitialized” or “unknown”
� 'z'  shows “high-impedance”

� Integer constants are written as

<width>'<radix>   <value>

Continuous assignments

� Keyword assign is used (assign statements)
� Always active

� Whenever the right-hand side changes the 
value, the assignment is re-evaluated

� Wire type nets are driven

assign c = {a[2:0], a[3]};



Operators (1/2)

� Arithmetic operators
multiplication (*), division(/), modulus (%),
addition (+), subtraction (-)

� Shift operators
shift left (<<), shift right (>>)

� Relational operators
grater than (>), grater than or equal (>=),
small than (<), smaller than or equal (<=)

� Equality operators
logical equality (==), logical inequality (!=), 
case equality (===), case inequality (!==)

Operators (2/2)

� Bit-wise operators
negation (~), and (&), or (|),  exclusive or (^),
exclusive nor (~^)

� Reduction operators
and (&),  nand (~&), or (|),  nor (~|),  xor (^), 
xnor (~^)

� Logical operators
negation (!), and (&&), or (||)

� Conditional operator  (? : )

Hierarchical structures

� Module instantiation

�  Incorporates a copy of another module

� Connection of module ports

� By name (highly recommended)

� By ordered list

 <module name>   <instance name> (<connection list>);

 addsub4 a1(.a(i1), .b(i2), .cin(c), .s(o), .cout(co));

 addsub4 a1(i1, i2, c, o, co);

Sequential block

� A group of statements between a begin and end

� The statements are executed in order
� A block is considered a statement

� Blocks can be nested
� always statement

� Executed repeatedly
� initial statement

� Executed only once at the beginning of 
simulation



Procedural assignments

� Occur only within procedures, such as always 
and initial statements

� The assignments is done only when control is 
transferred to the statement

� Registers are driven
� Two types of assignments

� Blocking assignments ( = )
� Non-blocking assignments ( <= )

Delay control

� In continuous assignments

� In procedural assignments

� Execution of the assignment is delayed by 
100 time units

� The assignment is delayed, but evaluation is 
not

assign  #100  a = b;

#100  rega = regb;

rega = #100 regb;

System tasks

� $monitor 

� Monitors and displays the values of data 
specified as parameters

� $time

� Returns the current simulation time
� $finish 

� Exits the simulator

Event control

� The execution of procedural statement can be 
synchronized with value changes on nets or 
registers

� This always statement is controlled by any 
value changes on a or b or cin.

 always @(a or b or cin) begin .... end



Functions

� Keywords

� function and endfucntion

� Name of function:   func_addsub
� Range of the return value:  [4:0]
� Non-blocking assignments to the name of the 

function return a value

 function [4:0] func_addsub;

Procedural statements

� if-else statement
� case statement
� forever statement
� repeat statement
� while statement
� for statement


